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Abstract 
The kinetics of solidification of 1:3:5 tri-a-naphthylbenzene 
have been studied from 25" above the glass temperature ( 6 9 O C )  almost to 
the crystal thermodynamic melting point (199OC). 
has been analyzed using current theories of crystallization and a mechanism 
for crystal growth has been proposed. 
transport in crystal growth and viscous flow do not have the same temperature de- 
pendence. The morphology of the solid phase is discussed. Pertinent 
parameters pertaining to the glassy state of this material are also 
The crystal growth rate 
It has been demonstrated that mass 
reported. 
. 
C 
In t r oduc t i on 
Some years ago, it was demonstrated that branched hydrocarbon 
molecules exhibited anomalous or "excess" viscosity behaviour when compared 
with planar compounds of similar molecular weight. 192y3 It was found that 
the zero shear melt viscosity of these non-planar molecules could not be 
described by the Arrhenius equation with a single activation energy. It 
was also noted that the more structurally complex the material, the greater 
was its tendency to supercool. In particular, it was found that 1:3:5 
tri-a-naphthyl benzene (subsequently referred to as TauB in the text) 
spontaneously formed a glass on cooling its melt. 
of this material was found to be about 70°C. It was further observed 
The glass temperature 
that this irregularly shaped hydrocarbon was very slow to nucleate in 
a dilatometer whatever the supercooling. 
The present work on this interesting Van der Waals glass-former has 
yielded some novel results. The facility with which crystallization can 
be by-passed in this material permits the two kinds of solidification 
phenomena to be studied. 
in a companion paper 
compound. 
The continuous type of transformation is reported 
4 on the viscous and viscoelastic behaviour of this 
The present investigation is mainly concerned with the kinetics 
of the discontinuous phase change, from the metastable liquid to the 
crystalline state. However criterion for the glass f~rmation~'~'~ in 
this pure hydrocarbon will be discussed in relation to a variety of other 
glass forming materials. At the same time, the results of viscosity and 4 
crystal growth rate measurements will be used to examine current theories 
c 
4. 
of melt solidification. 8 y 9 y 1 0  Particular emphasis is placed on the 
rate phenomena which occurs in the temperature range where the crystal 
growth is believed to be transport dominated. 
In the past, measurements on a single substance have seldom 
covered a wide enough temperature range, from small to large super- 
coolings, in order for an extensive analysis to be conducted, At the 
same time, pertinent physical properties have been frequently lacking in 
many studies. The purity of the materials used has often been moot. 
Work has frequently been carried out at different times by a variety 
of investigators. 
of material we hope to have eliminated some of these variables. 
By conducting all our experiments on the same batch 
A preliminary communication on this topic has just been pub- 
11 1 is hed. 
Experimental 
Materials--The compound 1:3:5 tri-a-naphthylbenzene was prepared 
and purified as described in the literature. 2 * 4  
crystals of this material conducted on a dfler microscope hot stage 
at very slow heating rates, was found to be 199°C. An identical value 
was independently obtained from calorimetric studies1* on this same 
material. 
(estimatedby extrapolation of the vapor pressure data ). 
The melting point of 
The boiling point, Tb, of this substance is about 59OOC 
2 
Crystal morphology--X-ray studies13 reveal that TDNB crystals 
formed atall degrees of supercooling are monoclinic with the space 
group P21/c, There are four molecules in the unit cell. These crystals 
. 
f 
5. 
have a similar structure to those previously reported from toluene 
solutions.' Growth occurs in the 
the shortest lattice parameter in the unit cell. 
spacing in this direction is 8.4 A. 
co~qaratively sllsll optic axial angle. 
direction is less than that transverse to it. Single crystals consist 
of thin platelets but thicker lath-shaped specimens are also encountered. 
Crystal growth proceeds without noticeable thickening. 
crystal is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. The width of the 
crystals, to a first approximation, depends on the crystallization 
temperature and range in width from a few microns to several hundred 
microns. 
respect to their long (2) direction. 
obtained when the crystallization is conducted about 190°C and above. 
No polymorphic forms were found in T W B  although more than one kind of 
axis direction, corresponding to 
The interplanar (011) 
The crystals are biaxial with a 
0 
The refractive index in the grwtt; 
An ideal or perfect 
Crystals possess extinction angles of approximately 4" with 
Twinned crystals are sometimes 
crystal was anticipated.2 
observable solid-solid transformation between room temperature and the 
fusion point when examined with the polarizing microscope. 
13 X-ray diffractim neasurem~r.tc revealed that na secaad crystalline 
The crystals did not undergo any optically 
Limited 
phase was present in the teinperature region of interest to us. 
more, when "B was examined in CHC13 solution by thin layer chravltography 
on silica gel, no phase separation was observed. 
Further- 
Crystal surfaces were examined by optical microscopy for screw 
dislocation growth at magnifications up to X500 but the results were 
negative. Crystals tilted on a Leitz Universal stage at lower magnifica- 
tions (X200 and below) did not reveal this type of imperfection. A 
c 
6 .  
more detailed morphological study of the nature of the crystal interface 
must await electron microscopical investigations. 
"he crystalline texture of T a l 3  changes with the extent of the 
supercooling. Over the crystallization interval (197" to 95°C) a gradual 
transition in morphology is observed as the growth temperature is lowered 
either slowly or in a stepwise manner. 
crystalline aggregates (Figure 2c) and spherulites (Figure 2d) are found. 
The crystalline habit illustrated in Figure 2b is found less frequently than 
that in Figure 2a. 
are indistinguishable. 
Since the spherulitic birefringence has a negative sign, the orientation 
of the crystals comprising the spherulite is the same as in the mono- 
crystals. 
lies radially in these spherulites. 
Single crystals (Figure 2a and 2b), 
The crystalline structure of both types of crystals 
The spherulites consist of radial arrays of crystals. 
X-ray evidence also indicates that the 5 crystallographic axis 
A single crystal changes into a spherulitic array when this 
crystal is quenched to, and held at lower growth temperatures where the 
spherulitic striietiire is forrr habi t .  l 7 i L - i  11-*: A- 
I A W L  A I L O L A U I I  of the 
smooth crystal interface occurs as the crystal transformation proceeds 
under these new conditions. The observed change in morphology is shown 
for a crystal initially formed at 193°C (Figure 3a) and then cooled to, 
and held at 140°C while growth proceeds, as in Figures 3(b) to 3(d). 
Close inspection of the new crystal habit in Figure 3d reveals faceted 
profiles resembling those observed for the single crystal. These crystal 
L 
7. 
p r o f i l e s  become more obvious when the  temperature i s  r a i sed  t o  190°C 
when fu r the r  growth occurs showing w e l l  defined crys ta l lographic  faces  
i n  t h e  emanating a r r ay  of c r y s t a l s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 3(e),  
shows t h e  growth form which has occurred a t  115°C on a s i n g l e  c r y s t a l  
i n i t i a t e d  a t  an elevated temperature. 
l i q u i d  i n t e r f a c e  i n  t h i s  example a r e  again worth noting. 
normally occur a t  t he  (011) faces causing mul t ip le  nucleat ion and the  
development of a r a d i a l  a r r ays  of c r y s t a l s  a t  t h e  growing in te r face .  
The c r y s t a l s  do not normally increase i n  width a s  much a s  t h i s  s e r i e s  
of photographssuggests. 
s p h e r u l i t e  i s  the  prefer red  c r y s t a l  h a b i t  a t  la rge  supercoolings where 
t h e  v i s c o s i t y  of the  m e l t  reaches a s eve ra l  hundred poises.  
presented i n  the  following sec t ion  descr ibes  t h e  c r y s t a l  growth k i n e t i c s  
and ind ica t e s  how they vary with t h e  c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n  conditions.  
Figure 3 ( f )  
The c r y s t a l  f a c e t s  a t  t h e  melt- 
Proturbances 
These examples c l e a r l y  demonstrate t h a t  t he  
The work 
Crys ta l  growth r a t e  measurements--The TauB c r y s t a l s  were fused 
a t  22O0for 3 t o  5 minutes and then c r y s t a l l i z e d  isothermally on a thermo- 
s t a t t e d  &f ler hot s tage  mounted on a Reichert  po la r i z ing  microscope. 
S t a b i l i t y  tesd’ l4 indicated t h a t  t hese  fus ion  condi t ions did not ad- 
ve r se ly  a f f e c t  t h i s  mater ia l .  
c r y s t a l l i z e  on cooling, nucleat ion was induced a r t i f i c i a l l y  by e i t h e r  seeding 
o r  quenching below T followed by upquenching t o  the  c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n  tempera- 
g 
tu re .  Once the  m e l t  was  nucleated, t h e  rate of growth of a su i t ab ly  or ien ted  
c r y s t a l  was measured as a function of t i m e  a t  magnifications of X l O O  
Since t h e  m e l t  d id  not  spontaneously 
. 
8 .  
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C 
or X250, respectively. 
in the 2 direction (see Figure 1). 
stallographic faces. 
of the overall interfacial profile was measured. 
were made on a given crystal or spherulite which was partially melted back 
and recrystallized. 
the rate of growth of those crystals which appeared in isolated regions 
of the melt so as to minimize potential stresses which could be transmitted 
by vicinal crystals. The crystallization kinetics of small molecules such 
as TON3 are more sensitive to such stresses than are polymeric materials. 
Crystal growth rate measurements were also made with and without a cover 
glass on the crystallizing TCYNB and similar growth rates were obtained 
on isolated crystals in both experiments. The crystal front advanced 
linearly with time under both these conditions. 
The growth rate of single crystals was measured 
Nucleation occurs on the (011) cry- 
In the case of the spherulites, the rate of advance 
Frequently measurements 
Throughout our measurements we endeavoured to determine 
15 
Variations in crystal growth rate were found at any given 
temperature. 
stallization temperatures. 
a simple correlation between crystal width and solidification velocity. 
It was further observed that the rate of growth of a particular crystal 
could be accelerated by disturbing it. Above 190°C approximately, twinned 
crystals were observed in addition to single crystals. 
cation rates for both twinned and disturbed crystals are omitted 
from Figure 4 which contains the averaged growth rates for single crystals. 
The fluctuations in rate were largest at the higher cry- 
An unsuccessful attempt was made to obtain 
The solidifi- 
9. 
aggregates and spherulites grown under the most favorable conditions. 
Some typical rate values are also given in Table I. 
The rate, which is expressed in cms/hr., passes through a 
around 175°C. The increase in the crystal half- maximum value, 
length is recorded in order to be consistent with the radial increase 
in spherulites. 
to the right of TmX is better than f 50%. 
supercooling. 
rate measurements were made below 95°C because solidification was very 
slow from this point down to the glass temperature (T 
Estimates of this rate of Crystallization are mentioned in the discussion. 
Tmax' 
The reproducibility of crystal solidification velocities 
The scatter WZS greatest at the smaiier 
To the left of Tmx, the variation is about 2 10%. No 
= 69°C). 
g 
Within 2°C or less of the melting point (T = 199"C), no per- m 
ceptible crystal growth was observed aver a period of days while the 
contour of the crystal faces remained unchanged. Lowering the tempera- 
ture on these crystals prompted growth. 
shapes or profiles remained unaltered for any growth temperature, until 
impingement occurred with other crystals. Sometimes as crystals approached 
each other their growth was accelerated presumably because of "built-in" 
stresses. This behaviour was most pronounced in densely nucleated areas 
of the sample or when a considerable amount of the melt had been transformed. 
With few exceptions, the crystal 
Although a spherulitic habit is the preferred nne whet the 
viscosity exceeds a few hundred poises, it is still possible to grow 
single crystals at high supercoolings for a limited time under very 
viscous conditions before they transform to spherulites. In these 
circumstances, the measured rate of crystal growth lies within 
experimental error of the normal spherulitic growth rates. As 
crystallization proceeds, proturberances in the shape of the 
interface gradually result in the single crystal interface changing to 
a spherulitic habit. The onset of instability at the (011) crystal faces 
10. 
generally occurs more readily the larger the thermodynanic driving force. 
The crystals comprising a spherulite are distinguishable as they emanate 
from a central nucleus. 
crossed polars indicates that the crystals are closely knit. 
Microscopical inspection of these crystal between 
l"B doped with small traces of o-terphenyl (which acted as 
a non-crystallizable impurity in these circumstances) only showed a significant 
decrease in growth rate notably at the lower crystallization temperatures 
where the habit is spherulitic. 
added, the deceleration of the growth rate was marked. 
When larger quantities of o-terphenyl were 
Solubility measurements--Solubilities of TauB in benzene were 
determined at several mole fractions. The mixtures were made by weight 
in pyrex tubes and sealed under vacuum after the tube and contents were embedded 
in solid carbon dioxide-acetone mixture. Samples were reweighed after 
sealing to check if solvent loss  had occurred. Precautions were taken 
to exclude moisture prior to sealing the tubes. The average solution tem- 
peratures are recorded in Table 11. 
where the last traces of solid disappeared when the thermostat temperature 
was slowly raised in a step-wise manner (in about 0.1"C intervals) while 
the samples were rocked mechanically. From the results in Table 11, the 
solubility of ToBB can be represented within experimental error by a van't 
Hoff equation in the integrated form: 
These values correspond to temperatures 
log (x,) = - - I7l6 + 3.636 (1) T 
where x is the mole-fraction of ToBB in benzene. The straight line 
passes through the melting temperature at x = 1 (which is also listed 
in Table 11). The heat of solution, AHs, of TauB is calculated from the 
slope of the line to be just over 9.1 k.cal./mole, whereas the heat of 
fusion, AH 
to 10.0 k.cal./mole (measured on the same material). 
1 
1 
determined by differential scanning calorimetry12 was found f' 
11. 
Discussion 
Crystallization Kinetics 
Pre1LEinar-t. me solldlfica" LLuLl  -- velocity, G, of a crystal in 
16,17,18,19 contact with its melt has been represented by the classical equation 
where G 
the activation energy characteristic of transport of material across the 
liquid-crystal interface. For practical analysis, aF* is usually iden- 
tified with the activation energy for viscous flow or self-diffusion in 
the liquid. 
can be written in a variety of forms depending on the crystal geometry 
and the mechanism of crystal growth. For example, the driving force is 
linear in AT for two-dimensional surface nucleation or it varies as 
AT'2 for a three-dimensional mechanism. 
is a parameter usually considered constant and M* represents 0 
M* is the motivating free energy for nucleation. The term @/RT 
-1 
The supercooling beloa the thermo- 
dynmic Eleltin:: point (T 1 is e. . m 
Detailed consideration has been given to other crystal growth 
8 mechanisms in a recent review article 
theory to describe all existing experimental data on the solidification 
of metals, organic and inorganic materials. We shall examine our results 
in the light of this theory, which inessence predicts a transition from 
a stepwise growth mechanism at low supercoolings, to a "continuous" 
mechanism at higher supercoolings. For continuous growth, G, is expressed 
which also presents a diffuse interface 
12. 
by an equation of the form: 
L 
@DAH AT 
b oRT 
(3)  
f- 
2 
G =  
where f3 is a molecular accommodation coefficient, D is the liquid diffusion 
coefficient, b denotes the interplanar crystal spacing in the growth 
direction and Bf is the heat of fusion. 
applies to small supercoolings, these authors have applied it at large 
0 
Although this equation strictly 
supercoolings. They believe that the magnitude of the driving force 
determines the type of interface, there being an infinite or continuous 
range of possibilities between smooth and rough surfaces. 
for the surface morphology varies with the material and the driving force 
The criteria 
for a given superccoling. 
8 The kinetics of solidification by a screw dislocation mechanism 
has been expressed as 
in which g, the interface diffusiveness, is less than unity: Vm is the 
molar volume of the solid, and 0 is the crystal surface energy. Other 
equations describing the freezing velocity of a crystal in terms of 
atomic mechanisms have been discussed periodically in the literature 10,20,21 
10 The Jackson theory , pertaining to interface roughness, is 
particularly of interest since the predictions arising from it are 
consistent with observed morphological features. These predictions 
*For a sharp interface, g is of order 1. 
13. 
can be made on the basis of a knowledge of the entropy of fusion, the 
crystal structure and the bonding in the material in question. 
Among the most recent and significant developments of nucleation 
22,23 theory are the statistical mechanical formulations by Pound and co-workers 
diich are concerned Gith homogeneous nucleation from the vapor phase. 
In this theory they considered quantum mechanical contributions to the 
free-energy of formation of nuclei, arising from their absolute entropy. 
A similar treatment of liquid-solid transformations would be most in- 
formative but the problem may become intractable for "complex" molecules. 
Analysis of Results 
Crystallization Kinetics. Since the crystals of T@?B exhibit 
a lamellar habit,17 the form of exp(-@/RT) becomes exp(-BTJ'/T&) if 
nucleation occurs by a coherent surface nucleation mechanism, where 
2 B = 4bOa /AHfk- The symbols have already been defined. For a three- 
2 2 
dimensional growth mechanism, the form is exp(-B'Tm /T(m) ) with 
3 B' = 320 /AHf2-k. 
The crystal growth rate to. the left of the maximum (Figure 4) 
is normally believed to occur at the rate allowed by the diffusive processes 
in the melt. 
have the Arrhenius form e-@,-, /RT). 
the experimentally measured viscosity values4 are plotted against 1/T in 
The rate of this transport process is commonly assumed to 
* 
For TONB, the logarithm of 
Figure 5. These results clearly indicate that there is a very pronounced 
change in the apparent activation energies of flow as the temperature 
decreases. Calculated values are listed in Table 111. The nonlinear 
14. 
* 
form of these  dara and the magnitude Of @ 
processes must be involved in  the l iqu id .  
t h a t  t h e  temperature dependence f o r  t r anspor t  measured Over a wide tem- 
pe ra tu re  range, up t o  and including t he  T 
by the  Arrhenius equation. 
v i s c o s i t y  i s  r e l a t i v e l y  in sens i t i ve  of temperature and the  flow process 
can be accounted for with a realistic valne for L?;F of about 7 kcali'mole 
o r  perhaps even less a t  s t i l l  higher temperatures. The v i s c o s i t y  of m e t a l s  24 
can near ly  always be represented by a log q v s  1 / T  p l o t  i n  t h e  experimentally 
access ib l e  temperature region. In con t r a s t  t o  metals,  however, i r r e g u l a r l y  
shaped organic  molecules show a r ap id  increase  i n  v i s c o s i t y  on t r a -  
vers ing  the  metastable  l i qu id  region. The "anomalous" behavior has been 
ascr ibed  t o  the  presence of non-crys ta l l izab le  t r a n s i e n t  c l u s t e r s  i n  the  
metas tab le  l i q u i d  which progressively increase  i n  number and perhaps s i z e  
a s  the  supercooling increases.  Their l i f e t i m e  i s  of s u f f i c i e n t  durat ion 
t o  a f f e c t  viscous flow. 
suggest that co-OPerative 
These resu l t s  c l e a r l y  indicate 
l-l 
region, cannot be approximated 
g 
A t  high temperatures (above Tm) the 
* 
tl 
293 
The empir ical  V 0 g e 1 ~ ~  o r  Dool i t t l e26  f r e e  volume type r e l a t ionsh ip ,  
which invokes an add i t iona l  parameter (compared w i t h  t h e  Arrhenius equation),  
cannot adequately account for  the measured change i n  v i s c o s i t y  of Tam Over 
t h e  f i f t e e n  logari thmetic  decades. 
d e t a i l  i n  t h e  f i r s t  paper in this s e r i e s  ~ h i ~ h  stringently tests free 
volume concepts. Indeed, a review paper 
of materials po in t s  t o  the  inadequacy of a plot of log  q vs 1/T or even 
1 / ( T  - T,) t o  represent  any da ta  which cover a very wide range of 
f l u i d i t i e s .  
Unfortunately the  bes t  l i t e r a t u r e  da t a  
TQlNB measurements which provide a real test  of l i q u i d  t r anspor t  p rope r t i e s .  
The mgn i tude  of the  v i s c o s i t y  range covered i s  probably more important 
than the  ex ten t  of temperature range because a t  high teinperatures the  
f l o w  behaviour i s  not  very temperature s e n s i t i v e .  
This poin t  has been d e a l t  with i n  s m e  
4 
27 
of flow p rope r t i e s  of a v a r i e t y  
Here T, i s  some hypothet ical  re fe rence  texpera ture  above 0°K. 
are not  as extensive as t h e  28,29,30 
15. 
Over much of the temperature interval corresponding to the trans- 
port dominated crystal growth region, the viscosity can be described by a 
free volume expression. 
dominated then the first exponential in equation (2) becomes exp[-C/(T - T,) 1 
(with the apprcpriate pre-factcr) so that the ecpation fcjr crystal growth 
by a surface nucleation mechanism may be written as 
If it is assumed that crystal growth is viscosity 
For three dimensional growth it becomes: 
The parameter C in these equations may be written as Q/R if the modified 
transport exponential is to be considered as a "modified" Arrhenius relation- 
ship. 
unless a continuously variable activation energy is used. 
energy may be reconciled with the free volume concept in which the loss 
of molecular mobility brought about by the decreased free space in the liquid 
a s  the temperature is lowered is parulleled by a concomitant increase in 
the interaction energy between molecules because of proximity effects. 
However, it is necessary to reiterate at this stage sose im- 
portant results from the first paper. From free volume notions of trans- 
port in liquids we have demonstrated that a redistribution of free volume 
can take place at constant temperature for TQNB. It therefore follows 
that at low temperatures within 70" or less of T 
Clearly a simple Arrhenius term as in equation (2) will not suffice 
In a sense, this 
(and indeed below the 
g 
16. 
I -  
I -  
one minute T ) that the diffusive process in viscous systems can hardly 
be regarded as thermally activated in the commonly accepted sense. 
and Turnbull have remarked on the nature of this process in their 
mathematical consideration of a hard sphere free volume 
model of the liquid state. 
C and Tw which describe the macroscopic viscosity, do not correspond to 
those found to fit the growth rate data. However, an expression which 
g 
Cohen 
6 
In practice we find that the parameters 
invokes this same form can be used to reproduce the crystal growth rates 
of TQNB (see equation (5)). 
The following procedure was used in fitting the experimental 
29 data. By a Williams-Landel-Ferry analysis of the crystal growth rates 
at large supercoolings between T 
form (T - TS)/log (G/GS) against (T - Ts) is made to determine the slope 
and intercept of the straight line in order to obtain the approximate values 
for the constants C and Tw. 
temperature, TS. 
versus l/TAT gives an approximate value of B. 
dependence of the transport process involved in crystallization can be 
written as G' G exp (-). Fromth'ese nucleation corrected G' values, 
a more accurate estimate of C and T, are made as illustrated in Figure 6 
for the equation (5). 
slope of the plot in Figure 7. This process is repeated once more and the 
deduced constants for equations (5) can be used to fit the crystal growth 
rate data within experimental error perhaps with the exception of results 
within a few degrees or so of the threshold region, 197°C. 
region requires further and more detailed study. 
+ 25" and Tmx, a reduced plot of the 
g 
G is the growth rate at the chosen reference S 
C Then rearranging equation (5) and plotting log G + 2.303(T - 
TW) 
With this B, the temperature 
B% 
T S  
In turn, a better value for B is obtained from the 
This difficult 
The derived growth rate 
17. 
equation which reproduces the majority of the data has the form: 
4 -1570/(T - 300) -20,40O/T(472 - T) G = (8.55 x 10 ) exp exp (7) 
where G is expressed in cm/hr. 
this equation. 
The solid line in Figure 4 is calculated from 
0 
The growth rate at T is estimated at 0.02 A/day. 
Figure 8 illustrates some of the key relationships arising out 
g 
of the foregoing analysis. All plots are made over the same temperature 
interval for data to the left of T The graphs clearly show that the . 
W X  
temperature dependence for viscous flow and the nucleation-compensated 
transport-dominated crystal growth G' differ significantly. Curves A and 
B indicate the form of the relationships for the experimental data corrected 
for the two and three dimensional nucleation cases respectively. 
illustrates the shape of the uncorrected reduced plot of log(G/GS). 
Curve C 
This 
plot does not assume any nucleation model. 
Figure 8, that the measured temperature dependence of viscous flow does not 
It is therefore apparent from 
quantitatively describe the crystal growth of TCWB in the temperature 
region between T and TmX. 
motivated, but not in the manner directly reflected by the measured 
viscosity. 
The rate determining step must be transport 
g 
The disparity between the temperature dependences of the 
macroscopic viscosity and transport dominated crystal growth may be further 
highlighted by an alternative analysis. 
growth mechanism and involves a wider range of temperature than 
that outlined in Figure 8. Direct substitution of the measured 
This method assumes a specific 
18. 
viscosity values for the transport term in equation (5) gives 
A plot of log Gq VS. 1/T& is illustrated in Figure 9 .  
higher temperature portion of this graph corresponds to the nucleation 
controlled growth rate region plus the region through T 
viscosity does not exhibit a strong temperature dependence. There is a 
marked departure from this linearity below 140°C approximately where the 
viscosity has a pronounced temperature dependence. One might argue that 
the measured growth rates are too high at these lower temperatures because 
of the gradual change in morphological habit to a stable spherulitic form 
in this interval. Since we have demonstrated experimentally that 
single crystals can grow at the same rate as spherulites, in the same 
temperature region, this cannot be the reason. Impurities cannot be 
responsible for the deviations belov 140" because impurities suppress 
the growth rate. This would mecn that a purer sample than our TcrNB 
would crystallize even faster thus causing a more marked deviation than 
presented in Figure 9 .  Clearly, it cannot be argued that the crystal growth 
Much of the linear 
where the 
TMX' 
- _ L _  - 1 1  ---- 
1 u L t :  ULLVW=:J by d i f f u s t v ~  processes is quantitatively reflected in the 
melt viscosity over the entire crystallization interval. 
Another approach24 related to equation ( 8 )  may be invoked in 
which a variable crystal surface site factor, f, is introduced to account 
for the non-linearity of the log (G$T) vs. 1/T plot (not shown). Although 
a change in f is expected and observed with increased undercooling, this 
approach presupposes that it is correct to directly represent the diffusive 
19. 
process in crystallization by 1/11. 
this stage that G is not directly correlated with 1/17 and that invalid 
generalizations have resulted in the past because experimental data 
has been too limited3' to adequately test this relationship. 
It is important to reiterate at 
8 In view of recent considerations of the molecular mechanisn 
of solidification it is pertinent to examine our results further using 
the concepts embodied in equations (3) and (4). 
of space only present our data for equation (3 ) .  
in Figure 10 in the form Gq/& against AT. 
indicates that the results are best described by an exponential relation- 
ship. The threshold in the solidification rate, within two degrees or so 
of Tm, is in agreement with a surface nucleation theory which predicts 
We shall in the interest 
The results are plotted 
The overall shape of this graph 
a barrier to nucleation. Although there are uncertainties about the 
absolute values for G in the region of small supercooling, the observed 
trend in Figure 10 is sufficiently different from the "universal" pattern 
in Figure 1 of reference 8 to invalidate it for T W .  
an apparent kink in the curve of Figure 10 around nT = 15" but its 
magnitude (compared with experimental error in the measurements) does 
not permit us to attach any real significance to it at present. The 
arbitrary line in the magnified insert should rise less steeply than 
we have indicated. 
of the crystal topography should be made, but the present 
analysis of our results indicates that they are best described by an 
exponential relationship and not by the proposed mechanism of Cahn, 
Hillig and Sears . 
Admittedly there is 
Further growth rate studies and a more detailed inspection 
8 
20. 
' -  
A kinetic limit to growth at small supercooling has also been 
reported for salol 29'32y33 but it is also pertinent to point out that 
other crystallization studies on this material' have been interpreted on 
the Cahn model. At present, controversy exists over salol. 
Molecular Parameters from the Rate Equations 
Over the temperature range where the free volume expression 
fits the crystal growth results, the calculated parameters for crystal 
growth are v 
3 parameters are v 
parameter b, according to Cohen and Turnbull, 
hole size necessary for mass transport in the liquid. 
represents the occupied volume. 
because b for viscous flow is the larger, more cooperative motions are 
required for flow than for crystal growth. 
where there is more free available volume, mass transport in viscous 
3 = 0.848 cm /g, b = 0.84 and Tw = 300°K. The viscous flow 
0 
= 0.810 cm /g, b = 4.18 and Tw = 200%. The Doolittle 
0 
6 is a measure of the minimum 
The parameter v 
0 
Rationalizing our result, we note that 
At high temperature (Figure 8), 
f1n-J changes mnre ranidly r thsn it does in cryst31 grnw-h, It zppears 
reasonable that v should be the larger for crystal growth, because 
in the vicinity of a growing crystal face the local probability for 
density rarefactions =an be loxered by virtue of the space-consuming 
nature of this substrate. 
must involve more than simple translational motion across this interface. 
Because of its shape, it may rotate about an axis (z) perpendicular to 
0 
The crystallization of a molecule like TCWB 
21. 
the central benzene ring if the naphthalene groups are inclined at less than the 
assumed 45" angle to this ring . 
dently of its neighbors, because of volume requirements two or more mole- 
cules may move in concert 
vives because the effective combined rotator, for instance in the two 
2 Even if a molecule can rotate indepen- 
35 . In this way half the rotational entropy sur- 
molecule case, has about twice the moment of inertia. If one considers 
the TcWB molecule as disc-shaped with non-equivalent faces, then it is 
clear that rotation about an axis transverse to the z axis will be neces- 
sary to bring the molecule into a suitable orientation for incorporation 
34 into the crystal lattice. Staveley has made a related proposal. We 
suggest that the activation energy for rotary diffusion may be the rate 
determining step in the addition of molecules to the substrate. 
The crystal edge surface energy CT was calculated from equation (7) 
2 as 14.1 erg/cm with a slightly lower value of 11.7 erg/cm2 at smaller 
undercoolings. The surface energy calculated from the slope of the nucleation 
controlled high ternperature end of the straight line in Figure 9 is 13.7 
etga/cm 2 in good agreement with the former value. This value is higher 
than that deduced from the crystal growth rate studies by Sears 36>37 and 
,1..... .I 33 n u i i g  
different crystal geometry which they assumed. 
homogeneous nucleation33 can be estimated from the semi-empirical relationship: 
for other smaii molecules but this may be partly due to the 
The value of ah for 
connecting solid-liquid interfacial energy and bulk properties. 
value of 
The 
lies between 1/3 and1/2, but it is probably closer to 0.4, 
22. 
2 3 in which case cs - 37.9 ergs/cm . Equation (11) is solved -with V = 377.8 cm h m 
and &If = 10 4 cal/mole. If it is assumed that y = 0.3 as Sears 36,37 has 
done in his experiments with durene and p-toluidine, then the lower limit 
for cs is 28.4 erg/cm approximately! This value is just over 20. In 
most studies relating to single crystal solidification kinetics, 0 has 
2 
h 
been found to be much less than D ~ .  
Remarks on the Crystal Morphology and Growth Mechanism. Figure 2 
demonstrates that TcWB crystals have well-defined crystallographic surfaces 
of the type illustrated in Figure 1. These figures suggest that the crystal 
growth is not limited by heat flog conditions and so provides useful infor- 
mation on the nature of the solidification process per se. The radiating 
crystals within the spherulites in Figure 3 have profiles closely allied 
to those of the lath-like single crystals just shown. These simple 
observations of the morphological features of solidified TQNB suggest 
that a continuous growth rate process is unlikely. 
It is informative to inquire further into the nature of these 
faceted interfaces. During the solidification process the molecules 
lose rotational, positional and configurational entropy so that their 
arrangement at the liquid-solid interface may be just as important as the 
* 
It woxld be interesting to compare our estimated 0h with that 
determined from droplet experiment, but it is thought that TcWB would 
not lend itself readily to honogeneous nucleation studies because nucleation 
directly from the melt is not spontaneous even at large supercoolings. 
Either the barrier to nucleation is too high, or the teiuperature region 
of homogeneous nucleation lies too close to, or even below Tg, in which 
case connninutive methods may not be fruitful. 
number of molecules present.  
have high en t ropies  of mel t ing and according t o  cur ren t  theories'' of 
i n t e r f a c e  morphology high 
atomical ly  f l a t  c r y s t a l  face. 
mechanical model i n  which the  in t e r f ace  roughness i s  descr ibed i n  terms 
of  a parameter, a, which i s  given by 
This i n  t u r n  implies t h a t  molecular c r y s t a l s  
entropies  of fus ion  can be assoc ia ted  with an 
Jackson" has presented a s ta t i s t ica l  
where 6 i s  a geometric coe f f i c i en t  which usua l ly  l ies between 1/2 and 1. 
With 6 = 1 w e  f ind t h a t  a - 10.7 ( 3 S f / R )  which i s  i n  keeping wi th  the  
p red ic t ion  and observat ion t h a t  la rge  f l a t  c r y s t a l  faces  are assoc ia ted  
wi th  materials f o r  which a > 2. This r e s u l t  may be in t e rp re t ed  from the  
- _- 
standpoint  of theory, t h a t  t he re  a r e  few e x t r a  atoms o r  holes  i n  the  c r y s t a l  
sur face  and t h a t  minimum or almost minimum f r e e  energy condi t ions  preva i l .  
For a l l  metals a < 2 and t h i s  implies t h a t  they should have rough sur faces  
i n  contac t  wi th  t h e i r  l iqu ids .  It has been shown r e c e n t l y  t h a t  i f  molecular 
c r y s t a l s  have l a w  a values39 then they  too  f r eeze  with rounded i n t e r f a e e s  as 
t h i s  theory predic t s .  
10 
The c r y s t a l  i n t e r f a c e  d i f fuseness  mey e l s o  be ani lyzed a s  
Since the k ine t i c s  conform t o  a two dimensional suggested by Cahn. 8 
mechanism, the  supercooling corresponding t o  pe rcep t ib l e  growth, AT 
f o r  which the  energy b a r r i e r  t o  nucleat ion i s  assumed t o  be 50 kT, 
goy 
24. 
enables us to estimate a surface roughnessof g - .08 with the surface 
energy of 14.1 erglcm and Vm = 3 7 6 . 6  cm in the equation: 2 3 
EO 
50k AHf (AT) 
ITIS boVm 2 
g =  
in xhkh the terms hrve already been defined. An identical value is 
calculated at T 
and V = 375 cm for an assumed barrier to nucleation around 40 kT. 
It may be concluded that this invarience of g implies that the inter- 
face is not changing in character as AT is changed. 
of Figure 4 where the supercooling is about 25" max 
3 
m 
Any calculation of the barrier tocrystal growth must contain 
the contributions from both exponentials in the growth rate equation. 
At 2" and 25" supercooling, we calculate from equation (7) that the nGk 
term contributes 22kT and 3kT respectively. 
of the transport term (made fromFigure 5 )  at AT = 2" and 25" is about 
24 kT and 35 kT respectively. 
of both these terms and is therefore about 46 kT and 38 kT respectively 
for 2" and 25" supercooling. 
comparison with the values for AF * of 135 kT approximately. 
~ g r e e  fsvnrablg w i t h  tho, a s s * z e d  vzlkes used ~qiiation (13)- ~ t h ~ i i g h  
a high kinetic barrier is a stated requirement for surface nuclea- 
tion, it is questionable if the barrier to the formation of a step 
on a crystal substrate surface can be properly identified with that 
witnessed in the formation of a new phase. We have already pointed 
out that TQNB does not nucleate spontaneously on slowly cooling 
the molten phase even to the glass temperature. However, it is a 
fact that once the melt is artificially nucleated, growth does occur. 
An estimate of the influence 
The total barrier to growth is a composite 
At T the b.3 contribution is negligible in 
g 
These values 
11 
From the ratio of the edge surface energy o to the estimated 
homogeneous surface energy oh another estimate of g can be obtained 
from the relationship g1l2 = (o/oh). For CT = 14.07 and oh = 37 .9  
erg/cm thag = 0.14. 
0 
2 If a loser value of y = 0.3 is assumed then 
= 28.4 and g = 0.25. From the Cahn theory the number of atomic layers, h 
n, in the interface transition region in the 
be less than unity from the relationship: 
crystal is now calculated to 
n) ( 14) 
l -  Although the values of g and n co?npare very favorably with the best 
literature values8 they do suggest a less than smooth interface since 
g falls short of unity. 
and Cahn are not immediately reconcilable. * 
In this respect, the theories of Jackson 
However, the existence 
of a rough surface does not avoid the necessity of growth by layer 
spreading though a perfect crystal surface must grow by a two dimen- 
sional mechanism. 
Optical microscopy studies of crystal surfaces do not favor 
the screw dislocation mechanism as a significant factor in crystal 
growth in the 5 direction but it is hoped that a mre detailed knowledge 
of the lath-like nature of the crystal interface will coae from an inspectioi 
of these surfaces with high resolution electro2 microscopy. The layered 
nature of the broad crystallographic faces is consisten: with the proposed 
surface nxleation mxhanisrn with its attendent threshold kinetics for 
&I! < 2".  We do not wish to imply dogmatically that screw dislocatioii 
growth is not possible in TaNB but we do state that if growth is observed 
at small supercoolings < 2 " ,  then the crystals so formed will fall short 
of perfection. 
*Jackson, Hunt and Uhlmann have very recently communicated to us th 8 t they 
find the assumptions involved in the theory of Cahn and co-workers 
limit its applicability to second-order phase transformations. 
et a1 have repeated Cahn's analysis applying the formalism of his approach 
to first order phase transformations. 
both versions of the theory almost superimpose except for small n < 2, 
where the revised theory gives unacceptably high values for g, which are 
not consistent with experimental findings or with the surface roughness 
model1°,19. 
Jackson, 
A computer plot of g vs. n for 
2 5 .  
The fact  t h a t  de l ibera te  addi t ions  of traces of impwi ty  such 
as o-terphenyl brought about no appreciable  red x t i o n  i n  the  c r y s t a l  
growth rate (within experimental e r r o r )  i n  the  180-190°C range suggests 
t h a t  these he te rogenei t ies  a r e  n o t  s t roagly  adsorbed oil t h e  c r y s t a l  
sur face  and can r ead i ly  d i f f u s e  away from the  growing (011) faces .  A t  
t h e  l a rge r  supercoolings where t h e  v i s c o s i t y  of t he  medium i s  higher  
and the  c r y s t a l  h a b i t  spheru l i t i c ,  t he  impur i t ies  a r e  less mobile. The 
impurity phase bui lds  up a t  t h e  in t e r f ace  slowing d a m  the  f reez ing  rate 
of the  TCN6 s ince  the probabi l i ty  of impurity uptake i s  g rea t e r  a t  these 
lower teinperatures. 
Comparisons of t he  macroscopic c r y s t a l  dimensioas (width) 
a t  the  same growth rates but a t  d i f f e r e n t  d i f f u s i t i v e a  t o  t h e  r i g h t  
and lef t  of T 
cannot be quan t i t a t ive ly  explained i n  terms of e x i s t i n g  concepts of 
impurity segregat ion a t  an interface.  The r a t i o  of c r y s t a l  widths 
a t  corresponding growth r a t e s  on e i t h e r  limb of Figure 4 decreases 
(Figure 41, ind ica te  t h a t  t he  c r y s t a l l i n e  t ex tu re  
maX 
40 
as t h e  growth rate increases ,  but d i f f e r  i n  magnitude from t h e  
measured m e l t  v i s c o s i t y  r a t i o s ,  under corresponding conditions,  by almost 
3 10 . A l l  c r y s t a l  widths w e r e  measured on sphe ru l i t e s  of t h e  type i l l u s t r a t e d  
i n  Figures 2 and 3 i n  order  t o  va l ida t e  the comparison i n  similar 
morphologies. 
The observations on the incidence of sphe ru l i t e s  i n  viscous 
TaNB raises questions about their o r i g i n .  I n  a "pure" hydrocarbon 
impurity segregat ion can hard ly  be  a main cont r ibu tor .  
a changing motivating o r  dr iv ing  fo rce  i n  nucleat ion,  coupled with a changing 
The e f f e c t  of 
s i t e  f ac to r ,  f ,  wi th  increas ing  supercooling must a l s o  p lay  an important 
27. 
r o l e  i n  determining the  d i f fe ren t  c r y s t a l  h a b i t s  and c r y s t a l  dimensions. 
Furthermore, t he  highly spec i f i c  breakdown of t he  c r y s t a l  i n t e r f a c e  
(Figure 3) suggests t h a t  theories  r e l a t i n g  t o  i n t e r f a c i a l  p r o f i l e s  
should not neglect  t he  anisotropy of the system. 
i n  TCWB suggest t h a t  heat  flow i s  un l ike ly  t o  be a dominating f a c t o r  
i n  producing the observed morphology. 
The slow growth r a t e s  
Remarks on Glass Formation i n  T W .  Although t h e  glassy nature  
of t h i s  mater ia l  has been discussed i n  some d e t a i l  i n  t he  f i r s t  paper, 4 
t h e r e  are fu r the r  pe r t inen t  parameters pecul ia r  t o  v i t r eous  TQNB and 
o ther  r e l a t e d  materials which are presented here.  These c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
of g l a s s  forming mater ia l s  have been the  subject  of maqy papers. However, 
it i s  important t o  no-ce tha t  many of these parameters c i t e d  i n  l i t e r a t u r e  
refer t o  po la r  organic,  o r  inorganic substances so t h a t  it i s  not surpr i s ing  
t o  f ind  t h a t  s o x  of these  einpirical constants  are d i f f e r e n t  f o r  a 
Van der  Waals l i qu id .  
I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  the v i scos i ty  of TONI3 a t  T poises) i s  
g 
lower than t h a t  usua l ly  c i t e d  for g lassy  materials 
t h i s  region. 
i s  a lower l i m i t  quoced f o r  other g l a s s  formers.6 
lower v i s c o s i t y  a t  T 
e n e r a  i n  a non-polar molecule is proSably less than t h a t  i n  a polar  one. 
The g la s s  temperature f o r  TCNB is  about 0.73 Tmj which i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  
found f o r  o-terphenyl (0.75 Tm) by Greet4'. Because of t h e  f a c i l i t y  with 
which TcWB passes  i n t o  the  v i t reous  s t a t e  on cooling, without the onset  
of sens ib le  homogeneoiis nucleation, i t  must be concluded t h a t  e i t h e r  
a high k i n e t i c  b a r r i e r  to nucleation exists o r  t h a t  t h e  pos i t i on  of the  
rate of nucleation-temperature curve l i es  near, o r  below, the  g l a s s  
temperature. For t h i s  mater ia l  T /T (F 0.95) i s  higher  than the  
norm (- 0.8). 
poises) i n  
Furthermore, the r a t i o  Tb/Tm = 1.83 i s  less than 2.0 which 
This l o w e r  ra5.o and 
can be ra t iona l ized  on the  bas i s  t h a t  t he  bonding 
g 
max m 
Other parameters such as T /T - 0.4 and nH /kTm = 29.7 
g b  VaP 
. 
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agree favorably with the values cited by Greet" for o-terphenyl, but 
differ from those quoted for other glass forming materials. 
the reduced glass temperature, T = kT /AH = 0.0243 for TcWB, is lower 
than that found for o-terpheny141 (7 - 0.0333) and is characteristic of 
g 
this parameter for other glasses.* 
that the paraDeters cited for TONI3 do 3ot seriously contravene the 
However , 42+ 
g g VaP 
While it may be stated 
generalizations relating to vitreous behaviour, it is worthwhile 
exaraining this material in .:he light of recently developed rediced 
fluidity concepts of the liquid state. 42 
A fluidity functioa, B/q,derived from a free volume model by 
41 Turn'oull 
where 
1/2 2/3 8 = !mT) v 
is used Lo exarnine our data. 
weight, T the rediced temperature, v the specific volume 
In the above equations, m is the molecular 
the ' vo 
occilpied VQIIJZE> 1 - d  v the free vclme. ?he a ~ = l , e ~ u l ~ r  tianaport f 
properties of Van der Waals liquids of varying degrees of complexity are 
conpared with some ''simple" molecular substances in Figure 11. Literature 
data 42 on this subject are sparse. Our analysis of some viscosity data 43 
= 9.84 kcal/mole derived from Rossini's 44 for &-decalin (with a M 
VaP 
vapour pressure mea;uremen',s) falls in line with "simple" molecular 
*0.25 < T /T 
* 
< 0.33. 
g b  
0.0189 < kTg/nH < 0.0263 
VaP 
- ~- 
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liquids. 
in a fashion -xhich probably depends on their anisotropy and 
nolecular complexity. 
crystallizes, its fluidity behaviour practically coincides with that 
of TCNB, while o-terphenyl lies in an intermediate position with an 
anomalously high z . Noteworshy is the much steeper dip in the fluidity 
function, log @/$, in the case of "By although o-terphenyl which is 
also 3 gla5s fomer, seems to have similar characteristics. This fairly 
abrupt decrease occurs in the lower temperature region where the 
relaxation processes are becoming more severely hampered due to the 
diminution in the free volume for molecular movement as T is approached. 
Generalizations on the glass forming ability of materials are pertinent 
here. 
be readily produced at the cost of little energy. This is further 
borne 
in which steric factors constrain elemental groups or portions of a molecule 
into non-planar configuration(s). 
configuration as in 1:3:5 tri-p-naphthylbenzene, TpNB, then crystallization 
readily occurs on cooling the hydrocarbon melt to room temperature, in 
contrast to the glass forming habit of TauB. The crystalline state is pre- 
ferred when the molecular substitutents can take up lattice positions which 
are otherwise precluded by proximity effects in irregular shaped molecules. 
The melting point of TPNB is eDhanced about 50" over that for the non- 
planar TmB molecule of similar molecular weight. 
We find thar asymmetric Van der Waals liquids are displaced 
Although 1 :3 : 5 tri-phenylben~ene~~ readily 
g 
46 
g 
For irregularly shaped molecules a large amount of disorder can 
out in our preliminary studies of other non-polar organic compounds 
Where substituents can adopt a planar 
47 
Heat of Solution. Since the heat of solution, aHs, calculated 
from equation (l), appears to be less than the heat of fusion &Ify ideal 
solubility behavior is not found. It is surprisingly that a linear relation- 
ship exists between log x and 1/T even though 
of solvent to solute is about 1 to 5. Regular 
this ratio should be between 1 and 2 if solute 
to be interchangeable on a quasi-lattice. 
1 
48,49 
the ratio of molecular volumes 
solution theory demands that 
and solvent molecules are 
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Conclusions 
1. The temperature dependence of mass t r anspor t  i n  viscous flow i s  
not  i d e n t i c a l  with t h a t  for c r y s t a l  growth over a wide temperature 
range. 
Crystal grcrdth i n  1:3:5 tri-Ct-naphthylbemene seeas t o  proceed via 2 .  
a t w o  dimensional surface nucleat ion mechanism. 
3 .  The c r y s t a l  edge sur face  f r e e  e2ergy i s  found t o  be about 14.1 
2 
erglcm . 
4. A n  ana lys i s  of the atomic kinezics  ind ica t e s  that the  sur face  
roughness i s  probably less than one atomic p lane  a t  the c r y s t a l  
i n t e r f ace .  
5. Free volume parane ters  ca lcu la ted  f o r  c r y s t a l  growth and viscous flow 
suggest t h a t  more co-operative mll ions a r e  necessary f o r  flow than f o r  
c r y s t a l  growth. 
6 .  The c r y s t a l  morphology passes from a s ing le  c r y s t a l  t o  a s p h e r u l i t i c  
h a b i t  with increas ing  supercooling. The sphe ru l i t e  (comprised of 
r a d i a l  c r y s t a l s )  i s  the  s t ab le  form a t  l a rge  supercoolings.  
7. The m x i ~ * m ~  gr=wth rate =ccurs arcund 175°C (21" belQw T 1 Growth 
occurs a t  an estimated value of 0.02 A/day a t  the  g l a s s  temperature 
-m' 
0 
( 6 9 " ) .  
8. TONB does not nucleate  spontaneously on cool ing i t s  melt .  
9. The glass-forming p rope r t i e s  of TONB provide a unique example of t he  
behaviour of a s t e r i c a l l y  hindered Van d e r  Waals l i q u i d  which d i s -  
plays reduced f l u i d i t y  proper t ies  t h a t  d i f f e r  from "simple" 
molecules. 
31. 
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Table I 
Crystallization Velocity, G, as a Function of Temperature 
T OC G cm./hr. T OC G cm./hr. 
95 
100 
105 
107.5 
108 
110 
115 
120 
125 
130 
135 
140 
144 
150 
155 
9.74 x 
4.03 x 
1.12 
1.68 
1.92 
3.33 x 
2.08 x 
4.20 
6.86 x 
8.88 X 
1.70 x 
2.96 x 
4.20 x loe2 
-2 8.4C x 10 
1.40 x lo-' 
160 
165 
170 
175 
180 
182.5 
185 
187 
190 
191 
192.5 
193 
193.5 
I95 
197 
1.62 x 10" 
2.40 x 10" 
3.28 x lo-' 
3.37 x 10-1 
2.89 x lo-' 
2.26 x 10" 
1.60 x 10" 
1.04 x 10" 
5.82 x 
2.17 x 
1.28 x 
7.26 x 
1.04 
6.18 
0 
Table  I1 
S o l u b i l i t i e s  of 1 :3 :5 Tri-CY-Naphthylbenzene i n  Benzene 
64.7 85.5 115.4 134.3 167 Dissolut ion 
Temperature OC 
199 
Mole Fraction 
TcWB 
0.0211 0.0475 0.1262 0.2264 0.4579 1.oooO 
Table I11 
Apparent Activation Energies for Viscous Flow, AF for  TaNg * 
I’ 
Temperature O C  300 200 95 
LY? kcal . /mole 7 . 2  21 93 * 
I 
69 
120 
Lepends t o  Figures 
Figure 1 
Figure 2 
Figure 3 
Figure 4 
Figure 5 
Figure 6 
Figure 7 
Figure 8 
Figure 9 
Figure 10 
Figure 11 
Isometric view of an "Ideal" T W  c r y s t a l  showing t h e  (011) 
growth faces. 
Morphology of TCxNB c r y s t a l s  grown a t  (a) 192°C (X40), (b) 1 8 5 ° C  
(X50), (c) 18OOC (X501,  (d) 95°C (X40). Crossed polaroids.  
Photomicrographs (a) t o  (d) i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  morphological t r a n s i -  
t i o n  from a s i n g l e  c r y s t a l  hab i t  (nucleated a t  193°C) t o  a spheru- 
l i t i c  a r r ay  when the sample i s  quenched to ,  and c r y s t a l l i z e d  i so-  
thermally a t  140°C (X125). Photomicrograph ( e )  shows fu r the r  
growth of (d) upquenched to ,  and c r y s t a l l i z e d  a t  190°C (X40). 
Spheru l i t i c  growth a t  115OC on both ends of a s ing le  c r y s t a l  
formed a t  an e leva ted  temperature (X125). White l i gh t .  
Crys t a l  growth r a t e  G, (cm./hr.) vs. c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n  temperature, 
TOC. 
Arrhenius p l o t  of Log (v iscos i ty)  i n  poises  vs. l/T°K f o r  TQXB. 
Reduced W.L.F. p l o t  T-Ts/log(G'/G's) of t h e  nucleat ion-corrected 
c r y s t a l  growth rate data G' t o  t h e  l e f t  of t h e  growth-rate m a x i -  
mum a t  175°C. 
the  temperature d i f fe rence  from the  reference point ,  Ts. 
Growth r a t e  da t a  corrected f o r  two dimensional sur face  nucleat ion,  
i n  the  transport-dominated region between 170" and 95°C. T, i s  
the  re ference  temperature (27OC) where c r y s t a l  growth vanishes. 
G's i s  t h e  growth r a t e  a t  Ts = 100°C. T-Ts i s  
Temperature dependence of t he  reduced v i s c o s i t y  log(a/g ) and 
transport-dominated c r y s t a l  growth r a t e  log(G/Gs) of T&. 
A i s  cor rec ted  f o r  two-dimensional su r f ace  nucleat ion,  B i s  cor- 
r ec t ed  f o r  three-dimensional nucleat ion,  and C i s  an uncorrected 
p l o t  of the  data. The subscr ip t  S i nd ica t e s  t he  value of G' and 
q a t  the  re ference  temperature, T, = 100°C. 
Graph of log (Gg) plot ted aga ins t  
c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n  range. 
Curve 
0 
1 f o r  growth r a t e s  over t he  
The c r y s t a l  growth rate,G cm/hr (corrected f o r  v i s c o s i t y  (poises ) )  
vs. t he  supercooling ATo. 
por t ion  o f  t he  curve a t  small supercoolings. 
In se t  shows an enlarged view of t he  i n i t i a l  
F l u i d i t y  funct ion log (B/rl) vs. reduced temper %#re, T, fo r  molecular 
l iqu ids .  The poin ts  a r e  c i s -deca l in ;  -+ 4 '4 -  a r e  o- te r -  
p h e n y l ; 2 , 3 w  a r e  1:3:5 triphenylbenzeneF5and - x a r e  
TcrNB. The s o l i d  l i n e  for  "simple" l i q u i d s  i s  from reference  42. 
The estimated f l u i d i t f 1 2  f o r  a simple l i q u i d  a t  Tg is4eenoted by 
the s o l i d  poin t  A ,  w h i l e  Tg for TcWB and o-terphenyl i s  ind i -  
ca t ed  by an arrow. 
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